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Deferring, Suspending, and Cancelling 

Enrolments Policy and Procedure 
 

Purpose 

The purpose of this document is to set out the policy and procedure adhered to by Universal 
Education Centre Pty Ltd (trading as Universal English College and herein referred to as “UEC” or 
“the college”) and by Australian International Studies Institute (trading as Ambridge Institute and 
UEC Business and herein referred to as “Ambridge” or “UEC” or “the college”) and its staff with 
respect to deferring, suspending, and cancelling enrolments of overseas students.  
 
The core principle of this policy is to confirm that UEC Business & UEC will ensure it takes all 
reasonable measures to comply with all legislative and regulatory requirements, such as those set 
out in the ESOS framework, including those requirements relating to deferring, suspending, and 
cancelling enrolments of overseas students set out in Standard 9 of the National Code 2018.  
 
In its engagement with and support of international students, UEC Business & UEC prioritises the 
protection of the rights of potential and current international students as well as protection of the 
reputation of UEC Business & UEC and of the Australian international education industry as a whole. 
 
 

Scope 

This document and the policy and procedure set out in it apply to all activities related to deferring, 
suspending, and cancelling enrolments of international students by UEC Business & UEC and its staff. 
 

This document and the policy and procedure set out in it exist in the context of all other UEC 

Business & UEC Policy and Procedure documentation. In particular, this policy and procedure works 

in conjunction with the policy and procedure on Visa Requirements, Attendance, Course Progress, 

and Refunds. The UEC Business & UEC policy and procedure documentation relating to Complaints 

and Appeals also all provides key context and should be read together with this document. 
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Definitions 

For the purposes of this document, the below terms and associated definitions are clarified. 
 

Compelling and Compassionate Circumstances Such circumstances include, but are not 
necessarily limited to, a student experiencing: 

• death of close family such as parents, 
siblings, children and grandparents,  

• serious illness and life-threatening 
conditions,  

• involvement into a traumatic event 
such as experiencing or witnessing a 
crime 

other circumstance which occurs outside the 
control of the student and can be reasonably 
understood to prevent the student 
participating in lessons. 

  
  

 

 

 

Policy Details 

Below are the specific details of UEC Business & UEC’s Deferring, Suspending, and Cancelling 
Enrolments policy. 
 

1. UEC Business & UEC is committed to ensuring that its management of the enrolments of 
international students at its organisation and in the courses it offers is ethical and in 
accordance with all legislative and regulatory requirements that govern UEC Business & UEC 
and its operations, including the requirements of Standard 9 of the National Code.  
 

2. This document exists in the context of the UEC Business & UEC policy and procedure 
documentation relating to the policy and procedure on Visa Requirements, Attendance, 
Course Progress, Refunds, and to Complaints and Appeals. These documents provide crucial 
policy and procedure details particularly relating to obligations and commitments of UEC 
Business & UEC and its staff with respect to deferring, suspending, and cancelling 
enrolments of international students.  

 
3. UEC Business & UEC will consistently maintain the enrolment of and services to all enrolled 

students and only act to defer, suspend, and/or cancel the enrolment of an international 
student in the circumstances described within this policy and procedure and as these 
matters are communicated to students in the Terms and Conditions of Enrolment. 
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4. UEC Business & UEC will, in any case relating to deferring, suspending, and cancelling the 
enrolment of an international student under the age of 18, adhere to the policy and 
procedure relating to Younger Learners and ensure that:  

a. the student’s parent and/or legal guardian are included in all communications; and 
b. welfare and accommodation services are carefully managed such that UEC Business 

& UEC meets all obligations under the National Code Standard 5. 
 

5. UEC Business & UEC will defer or suspend the enrolment of a student if it finds that there 
are compelling and compassionate circumstances that support such a decision as fair, 
reasonable, and in the best interests of the student.  

 
6. UEC Business & UEC will suspend or cancel the enrolment of a student in circumstances that 

include, but are not necessarily limited to: 
a. The student’s failure to commence the course at the date set out in the written 

agreement; 
b. misbehaviour by the student as defined within the Code of Conduct in the Terms 

and Conditions of Enrolment; 
c. the student’s failure to pay an amount he or she was required to pay UEC Business & 

UEC to undertake or continue the course as stated in the student’s written 
agreement; 

d. the student’s breach of the attendance, course progress, or other requirements of 
his or her visa. 

 
7. UEC Business & UEC will, prior to implementing a suspension or cancelation of enrolment of 

an overseas student, inform the student of:  
a. the intention to suspend or cancel his or her enrolment; 
b. the student’s right to appeal as per the Complaints and Appeals policy and 

procedure, including both internal and external appeal; 
c. the procedure for making such an appeal, including that the student may bring a 

support person to any meetings; 
d. the specific timing and deadlines of the process. 

 
8. Where the intended suspension or cancellation are related to a student’s attendance or 

course progress, UEC Business & UEC will adhere to the documented policy and procedure 
documents addressing those matters. 

 
9. UEC Business & UEC will, whenever acting to defer, suspend, or cancel the enrolment of an 

international student, inform the student of the need to seek advice from Australian 
immigration officials regarding the potential impact of the intended action by UEC Business 
& UEC on the student’s visa status.   

 
10. UEC Business & UEC will make appropriate considerations of situations involving compelling 

or compassionate circumstances when reaching decisions relating to deferring, suspending, 
and cancelling the enrolment of an international student. In making such decisions, UEC 
Business & UEC may require written evidence of the circumstances, such as doctors’ 
certificates. 
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11. In cases of serious misconduct by an international student, including but not limited to acts 
of violence, threats of violence, or other serious infringements on the basic human rights of 
other individuals, UEC Business & UEC reserve the right to immediately restrict a student’s 
access to its premises and suspend or cancel the student’s enrolment to protect the safety 
and wellbeing of students and/or staff of UEC Business & UEC. 

 
12. Except in cases described in point 11 above, UEC Business & UEC will maintain the 

enrolment and all access to services throughout any and all processes of internal and/or 
external appeal of a decision by UEC Business & UEC to defer, suspend, or cancel the 
enrolment of an international student. 
 

13. UEC Business & UEC will, in any action relating to deferring, suspending, or cancelling the 
enrolment of an international student, make appropriate amendments to a student’s 
records in PRISMS when and only when any appeals have been finalised as per the details of 
the Complaints and Appeals policy and procedure. 
 

14. UEC Business & UEC will ensure that the management of matters relating to deferring, 
suspending, and cancelling the enrolment of an international student will involve sufficient 
oversight in order to ensure compliance with this policy and with all legislative and 
regulatory requirements, such as those set out in the ESOS framework, including those 
requirements set out in Standard 9 of the National Code. 

 
15. UEC Business & UEC will ensure appropriate records are kept relating to any deferring, 

suspending, and cancelling of the enrolment of an international student.  
 

Procedure Details - General 

Below are the specific elements of the implementation of the above-detailed policy and the 

procedures to be followed by UEC Business & UEC staff and its contractors and partners. 

 
16. Responsibility for approving and ensuring the effective maintenance and implementation of 

this policy is held by the Operations Manager. Should this role be temporarily vacant for any 
reason, the responsibility immediately escalates to the Managing Director and/or the PEO of 
UEC Business & UEC.   
 

17. As per the details of the Governance and Compliance Policy, this policy and procedure will 
be reviewed at least annually (i.e. within 12 months of its latest update) and will be updated 
whenever is required by any changes in the regulatory or legislative requirements that 
govern UEC Business & UEC, in its practices relating to deferring, suspending, or cancelling 
student enrolments, or other changes that might require its review. 
 

18. As per the details of the Governance and Compliance Policy, this policy and procedure will 
be made openly available by UEC Business & UEC to all relevant stakeholders. 
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19. All staff, contractors, or partners to whom this policy applies are made aware of this policy 
and procedure, are supported to understand its contents, and trained to follow its directives 
through: 

a. Effective induction of new staff, contractors, and partners; and 
b. Ongoing training of new and existing staff, contractors, and partners; and 
c. Any other means deemed appropriate from time to time. 

 
 

Procedure Details – Student Application for Deferral or Suspension 

 
20. Students wishing to defer, suspend or cancel their studies must apply to do so in writing and 

this must be submitted to Student Services along with any supporting information including 
written evidence of the compassionate or compelling circumstances. 
 

21. The application is to be assessed by the Head of Student Services and/or the Academic 
Director. The application and evidence will be added to the student’s records. 
 

22. An application to defer or suspend an enrolment will only be considered where there are 
compassionate or compelling circumstances. 
 

23. Where relevant, students may be required to attend a meeting to discuss the application. 
 

24. All applications will be responded to in writing within 10 working days.  
 

25. Where an application is refused, the student will receive written notification of this outcome 
along with reasons for the refusal and a reminder of the student’s right to, and the details 
of, internal and external appeal. This notification will be added to the student’s records. 
 

26. Where an application is granted, the student will receive written notification of this outcome 
along with instruction that the student should seek advice from Australian immigration 
officials regarding the impact this outcome will have on his or her visa status. This 
notification will be added to the student’s records. 

 

Procedure Details – Non arrival and abandonment of studies 

 
27. At the end of each Day One Orientation process, Student Services will email and/or call any 

student who failed to arrive and start their course as per the date set out in the student’s 
written agreement, or as per any requested change to the start date. Student Services will 
also notify the students’ agents and the relevant member of the UEC Business & UEC 
Marketing Team. In cases, where the student responds and confirms they will arrive within 
one week, Student Services will record the student’s contact details and confirm this late 
start date in writing (including the student’s parent/guardian if the student is under 18).  
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28. Similarly, where a student has commenced studies and is subsequently absent for more than 
5 consecutive days of scheduled study, the student’s teacher/trainer or Student Services will 
call and/or email the student.  
 

29. Where the student does not respond and the student’s agent is unable to enable 
communication with the student within 5 days of the originally agreed start date, UEC 
Business & UEC will notify the student in writing that their enrolment will be cancelled and 
will record a course variation on the student’s eCoE in PRISMS. This notification will be 
added to the student’s records. 
 

30. Where the student communicates that they will arrive and/or start their course within 2 
weeks of the originally agreed start date, UEC Business & UEC will assess whether this will 
impact on the student’s course completion date and/or on the start and/or finish date of any 
subsequent enrolment or conditional enrolment, will review and then adhere to the Course 
Progress, Completion, and Certification policy, and then notify the student in writing where 
their enrolment will be cancelled or deferred. Subsequently, UEC Business & UEC will record 
the appropriate variation on the student’s eCoE in PRISMS.  

 
 

Procedure Details – Suspending or Cancelling  

 
31. Where misconduct by an international student has or would be likely to have serious 

adverse impact on the safety and/or wellbeing of students and/or staff of UEC Business & 
UEC, this must immediately be reported to the Head of Student Services, the Academic 
Director, or the Managing Director. This officer will immediately notify the student that they 
are temporarily suspended from access to any premises, services, or activities of UEC 
Business & UEC while a process of investigation is carried out to reach a decision to further 
suspend or cancel the student’s enrolment or return them to normal enrolment status. The 
decision to suspend a student and any subsequent decision to cancel a student’s enrolment 
will be made through a process supporting natural justice and will be communicated in 
writing to the student and the student’s parent or legal guardian should the student be 
under 18 years old. The student will be given the reasons for the decision and reminded of 
the right to make an internal and external appeal within 20 working days as per the details 
of the Complaints and Appeals policy and procedure document. The student’s enrolment will 
not be cancelled until the appeal process is completed. 
 

32. In any case where UEC Business & UEC decides to cancel a student’s enrolment, it will notify 
the student of the decision and the reasons it has been made. If the student is under the age 
of 18, all communications will include the student’s parent or legal guardian. The written 
notification will also advise the student of his or her right to appeal the decision via an 
internal and/or external process, that the appeal must be lodged within 20 working days of 
the notification of intention to cancel, and that the student has the right to bring a support 
person of his or her choice to any meetings. The notification will also include the contact 
details of the Overseas Students Ombudsman. 
 

33. Where the student does not make an appeal within the 20 working days or communicates in 
writing that he or she has decided not to make an appeal, UEC Business & UEC will notify the 
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student that the decision is confirmed and that the students enrolment is cancelled as per 
the date cited in the notification and that UEC Business & UEC will communicate the 
cancelation to Australian immigration through PRISMS on the next working day. Access to 
UEC Business & UEC premises, equipment, activities, and services related to the cancelled 
enrolment will cease as of the cancelation date. 
 

34. Where the student notifies UEC Business & UEC in writing of his or her desire to make an 
internal appeal, an appointment will be made for the student to meet with the Academic 
Director, Head of Student Services, or the Managing Director within 10 working days for the 
purposes of hearing the appeal. The student is advised to bring any supporting evidence or 
documentation to support his or her case. After hearing the appeal and reviewing any 
supporting evidence the UEC Business & UEC Officer will make a decision to maintain or 
reverse the decision to cancel the student’s enrolment and communicate this along with the 
reasons to the student. Where the decision favours the student, no change or record will be 
made in PRISMS. Where the decision does not favour the student, UEC Business & UEC will 
advise the student that they have five working days to lodge an external appeal. 
 

35. Where UEC Business & UEC receives notification from an external body, such as the OSO 
that the student has lodged an external appeal, it will support the process and maintain the 
student’s enrolment until such time as it is advised otherwise by the external body. When 
the external body communicates it decision, UEC Business & UEC will immediately 
implement the actions required by that body. Should the external body confirm the original 
decision to cancel the student’s enrolment, UEC Business & UEC will notify the student that 
the decision is confirmed and that the student’s enrolment is cancelled as per the date cited 
in the notification and that UEC Business & UEC will communicate the cancelation to 
Australian immigration through PRISMS on the next working day. Access to UEC Business & 
UEC premises, activities, and services related to the cancelled enrolment will cease as of the 
cancelation date.  

 

In Compliance With 

The various elements of this document have been developed to comply with the requirements 
under the ESOS framework, including, but not necessarily limited to: 
 

ESOS Act: Section 19 and Section 47 

National Code 2018: Standard 9 
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